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Cinderella
Once upon a time, there lived a beautiful young woman 

called Cinderella. Cinderella lived with her wicked 
stepmother and two ugly sisters. They were very 

unkind to poor Cinderella and made her do 
all of the housework.

One day, an invitation came from the palace. 
It invited everyone to the prince’s ball. The 
wicked stepmother said that Cinderella was 
not allowed to go.

The day of the ball arrived and poor Cinderella 
was left alone at the house. 

“I wish I could go to the ball,” she sighed.

Just then, a lovely lady with a gold wand in her hand appeared 
in the room. 

“I am your fairy godmother and you shall go to the ball!” 
she said. 

With the touch of her wand, the fairy godmother turned a 
pumpkin into a magnificent coach and six mice into six splendid 

white horses. Next, she turned Cinderella’s ragged 
dress into a beautiful gown and her old shoes into 
the prettiest glass slippers.

“Remember, you must leave the ball 
before the clock strikes twelve,” the fairy 
godmother warned her.
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Cinderella
Cinderella had a wonderful time at the ball and 
danced with the prince all night. Cinderella was 
enjoying herself so much that she didn’t notice the 
time. Midnight approached and the clock began 
to strike. Cinderella ran out of the palace, leaving 
one of her glass slippers behind. The prince ran 
after her but he was too late! 

The next morning, the prince went from 
house to house with the glass slipper. 
Finally, the prince came to Cinderella’s 
house. The first ugly sister tried on the slipper 
but it was too small. The second ugly sister tried 
on the slipper but it was too big. 

“Please may I try on the slipper?” asked Cinderella. 

The slipper fit Cinderella perfectly! The prince 
asked Cinderella to marry him and they both 
lived happily ever after.
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Raz and the Enchanted Forest 

One morning, Raz the Rainbow Dragon came out of his cave just as the 

sun was coming up. The day was going to be very hot. He yawned, 

stretched out his long spiky tail, flapped his wings and took off.  

Raz flew a long way. He flew over tall mountains and winding rivers. 

He saw red deserts and the sparkling ocean. Raz loved being able to 

look down and see the world from above. 

The sun beat down on him as it rose high in the sky and his wings 

started to ache. Raz looked for a place to rest. There was a huge 

forest up ahead. In the middle of the tall trees was a beautiful big 

blue lake. Raz flew towards it. 

Raz landed on the edge of the lake. His wings felt droopy. He felt 

like his rainbow colours might melt off! He gazed up at the trees 

towering above him. He could hear birds singing happily in the 

distance. Raz looked at the crystal, clear lake. It looked very 

inviting. He edged forward until his toes were in the water. “Oh, 

how lovely,” he sighed, and crept in a bit further. 

Raz dipped his wings into the water. He was just thinking he should 

not go in any further when he heard a roar behind him. “What do you 

think you are doing in MY lake?” Raz turned and saw a very strange 

creature indeed. It was dark green with little bumps all over its 

skin. It had a long, hooked nose with big ears and a very cross look 

on its face. Even though he had never seen one, Raz knew right away 

that the creature was a goblin! 

“Get off my bank!” yelled the goblin. 

Raz got such a fright that he jumped right out into the lake! He 

tried to put his feet down but there was nothing to stand on! Down 

under the water he went! He tried to flap his wings but he could not 

do it. He began to sink! 

Raz tried to get to the surface but he was going under fast. He 

poked his nose out of the water and shouted, “HELP!”  

He heard the goblin say, ”Oops, didn’t mean for that to happen.” 
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The Floss Rule
orWhen f l s z

comes after a short vowel sound at the end 
of a one-syllable word, it is...

short vowel 
sound f ff+ =

short vowel 
sound l ll+ =

short vowel 
sound s ss+ =

short vowel 
sound z zz+ =

hill doll sell drillll buzz jazz fizz fuzz

miss boss hiss lessffss
zz

puff fluff cliff sniffffff
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FLOSS RULE 

Add the correct ending to each word to match the picture.  

 
Bu___ 

 hu___ 

 dri___ 

 
che___ 

 
cli___ 

 
do___ 

 
sku___ 

 
dre___ 

 ki___ 

 
spi___ 

 fi___ 
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Name: _________________________________________________

FLOSS Rule

t e l l h i l l q y i q

w e l l g k a p s z r x

o g q n n m b e t k s p

e s t o l l b l u i u m

s v m e s s u i f s j i

f l o s s s z r f s s s

r d r e s s z a w m t s

l x o f f j t j u q r f

Find the following words in the puzzle.
Words are hidden and .

buzz
dress
floss
hill
kiss

mess
miss
off
stuff
tell

toll
well

Created by Mrs Kahle using Word Search Generator on
Super Teacher Worksheets (www.superteacherworksheets.com)



THE FLOSS RULE GAME
When the sound /f/, /l/, /s/ or /z/ is heard 

after a short vowel at the end of a one-syllable 
word, we use the spelling ff, ll, ss, or zz. 

Directions: Roll a die to move around the board. When you land on a 
picture, name it. Use your recording sheet to decide if it is a FLOSS 
word. Then spell it on your paper. Have another player check your 
answer using the answer key. Starred words break the rule!
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THE FLOSS RULE GAME
Recording Sheet

Write the number of the space on the game board. Say the name of the picture 
aloud. Ask yourself each question below. Then spell the word correctly.

Is it one 
syllable?

Does it have 
a short 
vowel?

Does it end 
with the f, l, s, 
or z sound?

Spell it here if 
it follows the 
FLOSS rule.

Spell it here if it 
does NOT follow 
the FLOSS rule.

Check it! Are 
you right?

1 Y Y N pan Y

Ex
am

pl
e
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Name _____________



Choose your favourite books and find as many words with these digraphs as you can. 
Session 3 Thursday 20th  

 

sh ch th wh ph 



Choose your favourite books and find as many words with these digraphs as you can. 
Session 3 Thursday 20th  

Extension find words with the Floss Rule: ll, ss, ff and zz 
 

ll 
 
 
 

ss ff zz 
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Please cut out the words at the bottom of the page and stick them in the correct column. Once you have 

done this please draw a picture to show what the word means. 

puff dress less off 
toss miss doll drill 
hill chill sniff stuff 

 

 

ff 
 

ss 
 

ll 
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A New Dance Craze: The Floss
The Floss is a new dance. Lots of children love it because:

• it is fun;

• they are good at it;

• they can do it with their friends;

• it is easy to do.

The Floss was made up by a schoolboy. People call him The Backpack 
Kid. He made a video of himself doing The Floss. Lots of people saw it 
and started to do it too.

Now, football players and pop stars have been seen doing The Floss.

How to Do The Floss
To do The Floss, you need to move your arms and swing your hips 
from side to side. Try to get faster and faster.

Can you do The Floss?          Who is the best flosser you know?

Did You Know...? 
The Backpack Kid even went on TV to show 
off his new dance move.
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A New Dance Craze: The Floss
Lots of children around the world love the cool new dance known 
as The Floss. 

Where Did The Floss Come From?
The Floss was made up by a schoolboy known as The Backpack Kid. 
He made a video of himself doing a new dance called The Floss in 
2016. 

Soon, lots of people were watching it. Children around the world 
started to copy him. The Backpack Kid event went 
on TV to show off his new dance move.

Who Has Been Doing The Floss?
Lots of people have made their own videos of 
themselves doing The Floss. Even football players 
and pop singers have been seen doing The Floss.

How to Do The Floss 
Follow these steps to do The Floss and wow all of 
your friends:

1 Make your hands into two fists in 
front of you.

2 Move both of your arms to one side. 

3 Swing your hips to the other side.

4
Swap your arms and hips over. Put 
one of your arms behind your back 
when you do this.

5 Swap them back again.

6 Move your arms to the other side.

7
Push your arms back again 
with one in front of you and one 
behind you.

9 Keep swapping your arms and 
your hips over. 

8 Bring your arms back to the 
front and swap sides again.

10 Try to get faster each time.
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Lots of children around the world can’t get enough of the cool new 
dance craze known as The Floss. It is a dance in which you swing 
your arms and move your hips at the same time.

How It All Began
The Floss was invented by a schoolboy called Russell Horning. He is 
known online as The Backpack Kid. He posted a video of himself doing 
a new dance called The Floss on 18th August 2016. 

Soon, lots of people were watching it and children 
around the world started to copy him. The Floss 
became a new craze. Russell was even invited to 
appear on television to show off his new dance 
move.

World Famous
People started to make their own videos of 
themselves doing The Floss. Even football players 
and pop singers have been seen doing The Floss.

How to Do The Floss
Follow these easy steps to do The Floss and impress your friends:

1 Make your hands into two fists 
in front of you with your arms 
straight.

A New Dance Craze: The Floss

2 Move both of your arms to one side. 

3 Swing your hips to the other side.

4
Swap your arms and hips over. Put 
one of your arms behind your back 
when you do this.

5 Swap them back again, putting 
both of your arms forward.

6 Quickly swap your arms to the 
other side.

7 Push your arms back again 
with one in front of you and 
one behind you.

9
Keep swapping your arms and 
your hips over. Put the opposite 
arm behind your back each time.

8 Bring your arms back to the 
front and swap sides again.

10 Try to get faster as you go until 
you are a flossing superstar!
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Maths 

 



 

  Days of the Week 

Learning Intention:  

 I can order the days of the week 
 

 

  

  

  

  

  

  

Tuesday 

Sunday 

Thursday 

Wednesday 

   Friday 

 Monday 

Saturday 

Cut out the chart and glue it into your dinosaur scrapbook.  

Cut out each day and glue them in the correct order down the left column. 

Begin on either Sunday or Monday. 

Write the days of the week in order on the dotted thirds in the right column. 
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Maths - Thursday 20th August 
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Cut out these events in and paste them in order from 

shortest to longest to complete. 
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Maths – Thursday 20th August 

 



 

Specialist 

 



 

 

 

Hi Foundation students.  Here is a description of the lesson for week 6.  I hope you really 

enjoy the session! 

 

You may like to view the video on Seesaw for demonstrations of the activities. 

Warm Up Activities 

Alphabet letters & Partner balances 

 Using your body to form the letter, try and make the letters: C, F, I, L, O, T, V, P, Y 

Try and use your whole body to make the letter 

 If you have a partner/s (another family member/s) to work with, try and make these 

letters together:  A, B, D, E, S , X, W, K 

 Using your body spell the letters in your name (E.G. B R A D) 

 Spell a word and have someone try and work out what the word is 

 Can you guess what word I spelt in the video? 

 You may like to also try the partner balances shown below and sent out on seesaw   

 

        
 

 

Cosmic Kids- Super Yoga- Spooky Spectacular or Underwater Party! 

 You may like to do this activity on carpet or a soft mat 

 Click on one of the following links and perform the moves-  

Cosmic Kids- Spooky Spectacular: https://youtu.be/yt-dk7aQhPs  

Cosmic Kids- Underwater Party: https://youtu.be/0hvwLdk5D5g  

 

Skill Development 

Shapes, Positions and Actions 

1. Can you make the following shapes with your body.  You may like do these on a 

soft mat or carpet. 

2. Try and think of different ways you can make each shape 

o Wide shape 

https://youtu.be/yt-dk7aQhPs
https://youtu.be/0hvwLdk5D5g


o Thin shape 

o Round shape 

o Tall shape 

3. Can you hold these positions- 

 

 

  

 

 

4. Lets try these movement challenges.  Some are optional 

o Rocking back and forth on your back  

o Optional- Rocking to stand- with assistance or without  

o Marching on your hands  

o Optional- Move your body like a windscreen wiper  

o Moving from front support to rear support  

o Jump- Performing a 180 turn in the air and landing balanced without 

stepping.   

o Sitting down with legs crossed and standing up without using your hands 

o Optional- Bunny jumps  

 

FRONT SUPPORT 

TUCK SIT 

REAR SUPPORT 

ARABESQUE 

KNEE SCALE 



Balancing- Beam walk 

 Last week we did some balancing while crossing a balance beam (e.g. straight 

line, edge of gutter, plank of wood) 

 Remember we use our ‘heel toe walk’ when going across our pretend beam.  This 

means: 

1. Both arms out to the side 

2. Head and eyes looking forwards 

3. Heel of one foot touching the toes of the other foot each time we step 

along the “beam” 

 On your “beam” we tried going: 

1. Forwards / Backwards 

2. Forwards to the middle, turning and going backwards 

3. Sideways 

4. Bending down and picking up objects placed on your “beam” as you 

walk along 

 You may repeat the moves above but may like to also try 

5. Performing Step kicks across the beam 

6. Dip down and then step kick across the beam 

7. Doing a balance such as arabesque in the middle of the beam as you 

go across 

8. Come up with you own way of going along the beam-   

e.g. catching and/or bouncing a ball as you cross, twirling a hoop 

 

 

 

OPTIONAL- Hanging/Swinging- if you have a bar that is safe and secure 

 

Find something (e.g. bar) that you can safely hang from (not too high and secure) 

1. Can you hang from the bar and change your body position (legs apart, knees to 

chest etc.)?  

  
2. Can you turn your whole (while hanging) so you face the opposite direction? 

 
3. Can you walk your hands along the bar 



 
4. Can you do a small swing back and forth? Release and land? 

 

 

If you don’t have access to a bar to do some hanging and swinging, you may like to 

repeat the jumping activities from last week and add some of your own jumps. 

 

Gymnastics obstacle course 

 

 This activity works best on a concrete area outside that you can draw on with chalk. 

However, if indoors or outdoors on grass is your best option, you can use objects (e.g. 

plastic bottles, clothing items, chairs etc.) to create your course. 

 Draw or create your own gymnastics course on the ground. Your course should aim to 

include skills such as: hopping, jumping, balancing, leaping and other moves of your 

choice.  

 Once you have created your obstacle course try the following activities:  

o Fastest lap around your course,  

o Most laps in 2 minutes or  

o Even turn your obstacle course into ‘the floor is lava’ being careful not to 

touch any lava areas. 

Here is a link you can use to help create your course: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b2JYPF3RpBo 
 

Examples: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b2JYPF3RpBo
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